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abiliU, to be instantly aroused by these inquiries. They eagerly and 
carefully address themselves to consider their modes of thought, they 
put pertinent questions, they suggest tests, they express themselves iu 
well-weighed language and with happy turns of expression, and they 
are evidently masters of the art of introspection. I do not find any 
particular tendency to exaggeration i  this matter either among women~ 
or men ; the only difference I have observed between them is that tim 
former usually show an unexpected amount of intelligeuee~ while 
many of the latter are as unexpectedly obtuse. The mental difference 
1)etween the two sexes seems wider in the vividness of their mental 
imagery and the power of introspecting it than ill respect o any other" 
cambination of mental faculties of whlch I can think." 
After such a compliment from such a man it would be indeed 
ungrateful should the ladies who may meet with these remarks neglect 
the subject. 
As sunlmary and conclusion, I would remark that the development 
of eye-memory, to a greater or less extent, is within the power of  
almost everybody. So  accomplishment affords such lasting l)leasure, 
and it cost~ nothing. It  can be exercised at any odd time without any 
preparation. In acquiring it stick to one subject until you can recall 
every detail of its shape and color. Remember that with young people 
the development of qt~ick observation in a merely mechanical manner 
leads invariably to mental and intellectual quickness of perception. 
This wonderfitl fact, except as far as it has been developed by object 
teachers, is as yet entirely ignored in education, except by thieves and/ 
gypsies. A quick eye develops a quick utind, and a quick eye may 
be developed by training. And I trust that, from what [ have mid~. 
you will agree with me that eye-memory, though it is as yet little- 
studied, is destined to exert, at lm distant (lay, a great influence o,~ art 
and on education.* 
Malleable Bronze . - -P .  Dronier, in Paris, makes alloys of copper- 
and tin malleable by adding from ½ t)er cent. to 2 per cent. quicksilver. 
--Dingler' s Jo~wnal. C. 
(~As I desire to fully investigate the subject, I would regard it as a great favor i f  
any persan who knows of any authentic instance of eye-memory would send me. au, 
account of it, addressed to the care of the Secretary of the Frankl in Institute. Since. 
this lecture was written I have received a communication from Mr. Francis Galtm~, 
in which he reqnests ine to collect ~uch instances in America, with a view to statls- 
tical comparison. C. (}. LEI,ANI).\ 
